Q1. Please select one item that describes the significance China's economy will have for the future Japanese
economy. (Select one only.)
It is not essential, and its
importance will diminish.
9%
No response
0%
It is not an essential market,
but its importance will
increase in the future.
7%

It is an essential market but
other markets are also
growing and its importance
will diminish.
56%

It is an essential market and
its importance will increase
further in the future.
28%

Q2. Please select an item that describes the meaning China as a production base will have for the Japanese
economy in the future. (Select one only.)
It has not been and in the
future will not be an
essential production base.
6%
No response
It has not been an essential
0%
production base up to now,
but it will become essential
in the future.
3%

It has been an essential
production base up to now,
but will not remain so in the
future.
77%

It will continue to be an
essential production base
for Japan.
14%

Q3. Do you think that Japan's industry (manufacturing industry) can remain competitive with Chinese
industry (manufacturing industry)?
Please select one item from the below that best describes what you expect to see 10 years from now.
(Select one only.)
Japan's manufacturing
industries will keep the lead
over China's manufacturing
industries across a wide
range of business
categories.
9%

Their relative strengths will
vary according to the
business category, but
Japanese industry as a
whole will keep the lead.
44%

No response
0%

Japan's manufacturing
industries will fall behind
China's manufacturing
industries across a wide
range of business
categories.
10%

Their relative strengths will
vary according to the
business category, but
Chinese industry as a whole
will take the lead.
37%

Q4. How do you expect the Chinese economy to perform over the next 10 years?
Please select the item that best describes what you think is most likely. (Select one only.)

The bubble will burst within
five years and the economy
will fall into disorder. (The
growth rate 10 years from
now will be under 5%.)
20%

No
response
0%

It will still maintain high
growth of 8-9% or more 10
years from now.
4%

Its growth rate will slow
down gradually, and 10
years from now it will be
experiencing stable growth
at about 5-6%.
35%

The bubble will burst within
five to 10 years and the
economy will fall into
disorder. (The growth rate
10 years from now will be
under 5%.)
41%

Q6. Please select the item that describes what you see as the greatest risk of doing business in China.
(Select one only.)

Commercial risk
3%

No response
0%
Other
4%

Macroeconomic risk
11%

Political risk
82%

Q6SQ1. If you selected "political risk" above, then which of the following political risks do you think requires
most caution? (Select one only.)

Other
1%

No response
0%

Instability of society with the
occurrence of civil unrest or
other such
turmoil accompanied by
disturbance of Communist
Party Control
33%

Improper interference in
business by local
governments or other such
entities
6%

Exclusion of Japanese
enterprise and/or Japanese
products when Japan-China
relations deteriorate.
44%

Intensification of external
frictions due to Chinese
foreign policy in relation to
countries other than Japan
16%

Q8. What change do you expect in the Communist Party's one-party regime in the Xi Jinping administration?
Please select the item you think corresponds to the greatest likelihood. (Select one only.)

No response
0%
The Communist Party's
one-party regime will at
some point face a crisis.
22%

It will be more stable than at
present.
4%

It will be the same as in the
Hu Jintao era.
35%

It will become more
unstable than at present,
but not to the point of
bringing down the
Communist Party regime.
39%

Q9. If China were to democratize, when do you think it would happen?
Please select the item you think corresponds to the greatest likelihood. (Select one only.)

No response
0%
Within 10 years
19%
It will not democratize even
after 50 years.
26%

20-50 years ahead
20%

10-20 years ahead
35%

Q10. Do you think China will in future become a country that respects the international order of diplomacy
and economics and follows the rules?
Please select the item you think corresponds to the greatest likelihood. (Select one only.)

It will follow both the rules of
diplomacy for maintaining
peace and the rules of the
market economy.
No response
7%
0%
It will follow the rules of
diplomacy but will not follow
the rules of the market
economy.
12%

It will not follow the rules of
diplomacy but will follow the
rules of the market
economy.
12%

It will follow neither the rules
of diplomacy nor the rules of
the market economy.
69%

Q11. If your company were to invest in an emerging economy, which of the following countries/regions
would seem most promising? (Select one only.)

Emerging country in region
other than Asia
3%

No response
0%
Other
China
3%
4%

India
42%
Thailand, Indonesia, or
other ASEAN countries
48%

Q12. Select a policy that would be good in terms of possession of the Senkaku Islands. (Select one only.)
No response
0%
Permit China's dominion.
1%

Other
3%

Seek Japanese-Chinese
joint ownership or joint
management.
10%

Agree with China on
postponing the issue and
take steps to maintain the
present status (avoid
construction of facilities,
etc.).
31%

Make Japan's dominion
explicit by building
permanent facilities or
permanently stationing civil
servants there.
55%

Q13. Please select the response that you think the Japanese government should make to China regarding
the Senkaku Islands problem.(Select one only.)

Give top priority to averting
a physical conflict, without
holding fast to sovereignty
over the Senkaku Islands,
and pursue peaceful
diplomacy in response to
China's offensive.
8%
Japanese sovereignty
should be protected, but
measures of the same kind
as before will suffice.
19%

Don't send in the SelfDefense Forces, but have
the Japan Coast Guard take
stronger steps than at
present with some degree
of acceptance that physical
conflict with China may
occur.
35%

Other
2%

No response
0%

Send in the Self-Defense
Forces for resolute defense
if necessary to safeguard
sovereignty over the
Senkakus.
36%

Q14. If the deterioration in Japan-China relations over the Senkaku Islands problem persists over the long
term, how do you think Japanese enterprises should pursue business with China? (Select one only.)
No response
0%
Withdraw
18%

Scale down
34%

Keep politics and
economics separate and
aim entirely for enlargement
and expansion of business
with China.
20%

Try to maintain the present
situation.
28%

Q16. How do you see the China threat and where do you place Japan's defense capabilities?
(Select one only.)
China is not a threat and
Japan's defense capabilities
should be reduced.
1%
China is not a threat and
No response
Japan's defense capabilities
0%
are adequate as they are
now.
6%

China is a threat, but
Japan's defense capabilities
are adequate as they are
now.
39%

China is a threat and Japan
should strengthen its
defense capabilities.
54%

Q18. Please select a statement that matches your view regarding Cabinet members who go to Yasukuni
Shrine to pay their respects. (Select one only.)

Either way is all right.
12%

No response
0%

It's all right for them to pay
their respects there.
39%
They should not pay their
respects there.
22%

It's all right for them to pay
their respects there if it is a
private matter.
27%

